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Abstract
For all nonnegative integers i; j let w(i; j | a; b; c) denote the number of all paths in the plane
from (0; 0) to (i; j) with steps (1; 0); (0; 1), (1; 1), and with positive integer weights a, b, c,
respectively. The divisibility property of the array w(i; j | a; b; c) is studied. The notation of the
Lucas property is introduced.
Let p be a prime and let 1w(i; j | a; b; c) denote the remainders of dividing w(i; j | a; b; c) by
p where 06 1w(i; j | a; b; c)¡p. The Lucas property of w(i; j | a; b; c) explains the self-similar
pattern of 1w(i; j | a; b; c). The principal clusters of higher orders are generated by the tensor
powers of the principal cell containing 1w(i; j | a; b; c) where 06 i ¡p and 06 j¡p. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let p denote a prime. It is well known that the binomial coe:cients (pk ) are integers
and that they are divisible by p whenever 0¡k¡p. To see this, note that the number
k!(pk )=p(p − 1) : : : (p − k + 1) is an integer, divisible by p, but for 0¡k¡p the
number p does not divide k!. Therefore p must divide (pk ).
One of the consequences of this fact says that in the @eld of remainders modulo p
a simple relation holds: (1 + x)p ≡ 1 + xp (modp). Another consequence following
from this relation is the well-known theorem of Lucas:
Let p be a prime and let integers ik and jk satisfy the conditions
06 ik ¡p; 06 jk ¡p; k =0; 1; : : : ; n:
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Then (
inpn + · · ·+ i1p+ i0
jnpn + · · ·+ j1p+ j0
)
≡
(
in
jn
)
: : :
(
i1
j1
)(
i0
j0
)
(modp):
To prove the Lucas theorem, we obtain from the relation (1 + x)p ≡ 1 + xp (modp):(
p+ 
p+ 
)
≡
(


)(


)
(modp) (1)
where ; ; ;  are nonnegative integers and 06 ¡p; 06 ¡p. Repeated use of
(1) gives the Lucas theorem.
Relation (1) suggests us to de@ne the Lucas property in the following way:
A double integer number array N (i; j), where i and j are nonnegative integers,
satis7es the Lucas property, if
N (p+ ; p+ ) ≡ N (; )N (; ) (modp) (2)
where p is a prime and ; ; ;  are nonnegative integers and 06 ¡p; 06 ¡p.
The author used the notation ‘Lucas property’ in [6] where he posed an open question
in this sense. This notation appears in a very natural way when we are thinking about
the standard Lucas theorem.
The binomial coe:cients C(i; j)= ( ij ) are one of the double sequences satisfying the
Lucas property:
C(p+ ; p+ ) ≡ C(; )C(; ) (modp) (3)
where p is a prime and ; ; ;  are nonnegative integers and 06 ¡p; 06 ¡p.
We de@ne the principal cell A(1) as the array N (i; j) modulo p for 06 i¡p and
06 j¡p organized in the matrix way. The principal cluster A(k) of order k is de@ned
in a similar way: it is the array N (i; j) modulo p for 06 i¡pk and 06 j¡pk also
organized in the matrix way.
If the array N (i; j) satis@es the Lucas property we get that for a given prime p the
principal cluster of order k is the kth tensor power of the principal cell in the following
sense:
A(k) ≡ A(1)⊗ · · · ⊗ A(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
(modp):
Here, symbol ⊗ denotes the standard tensor (Kronecker) product of matrices.
The most fascinating property of the array satisfying the Lucas property is
the self-similarity which means that the pattern of zeros observed at the left-upper
corner of the array is repeated in an in@nite sequence of successive enlargements
(see [7,8]).
Since the binomial coe:cients are a representative of an array satisfying the Lucas
property and since they are very close to the lattice paths counting, an idea appeared,
namely that other such arrays are to @nd among the numbers counting various type of
lattice paths. In this way some articles were published, for instance [5,9]. Actually, it is
proven that the so-called Delannoy numbers usually denoted by D(i; j) (see for instance
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[2–4]) satisfy the Lucas property. The Delannoy numbers count the usual, unweighted
lattice paths from the point (0; 0) to the point (i; j) with steps along the vectors (1; 0),
(0; 1), and (1; 1).
The next candidates to have the Lucas property are numbers counting the weighted
lattice paths. They have been studied by several authors, for instance [1] and [5]. The
main problem is to count the paths in the integer nonnegative quadrant from the point
(0; 0) to the point (i; j) in such a way that only prescribed steps are permitted. Here,
we will take a horizontal, a vertical, and a diagonal step along the vectors (1; 0), (0; 1),
and (1; 1), respectively. To each of these steps we will choose a positive integer weight
which could indicate how the movements in the inside are arranged. Suppose that we
can move horizontally in a ways, for example on a diOerent tracks. In the same way we
introduce the weight b for vertical steps and the weight c for the diagonal steps. Denote
by w(i; j | a; b; c) the number of all diOerent ways leading from the origin (0; 0) to the
point (i; j) with the above prescribed steps and weights. In the case a= b= c=1, we
have even the Delannoy numbers mentioned above. Their divisibility properties have
been studied by the author and in [9].
Remark. In the sequel, w’s and other related notations should have the prime p in the
set of indices, but we omit it because we are always dealing with the same @xed p.
Our selection of steps and weights implies that the numbers w(i; j | a; b; c) satisfy for
all i¿ 0 and j¿ 0 the recurrence equation
w(i + 1; j + 1 | a; b; c)= aw(i; j + 1 | a; b; c)
+bw(i + 1; j | a; b; c) + cw(i; j | a; b; c) (4)
with the boundary conditions w(i; 0 | a; b; c)= ai for i¿ 0 and w(0; j | a; b; c)= bj for
j¿ 0. In a special case we have: w(i; 0 | 1; 1; c)= 1 for all i¿ 0 and w(0; j | 1; 1; c)= 1
for all j¿ 0. In an easy way, we can compute w(i; j | a; b; c) by using (4), iteratively
completing rows and columns of a table containing w(i; j | a; b; c).
The explicit formula for w(i; j | a; b; c) was obtained by several authors (see [1]) by
combinatorial arguments:
w(i; j | a; b; c)=
∑
k¿0
(
k
i
)(
i
k − j
)
ak−jbk−ici+j−k :
Actually, k in the above sum runs from max{i; j} to i + j. The generating function
G(x; y) of any double indexed number array a(i; j), i¿ 0, j¿ 0, is a power series, a
formal power series in general, in two variables, say x and y:
G(x; y)=
∑
i; j¿0
a(i; j)xiyj:
The recurrence equation (4) implies a simple generating function for w(i; j | a; b; c):
G(x; y | a; b; c)=
∑
i; j¿0
w(i; j | a; b; c)xiyj:
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Using the recurrence formula (4) we get
G(x; y | a; b; c)= 1
1− ax − by − cxy : (5)
Rewriting G(x; y | a; b; c) in the form
1
(1− ax)(1− by)
1
1− (ab+ c)xy=(1− ax)(1− by) ;
the expansion as a geometric series yields
G(x; y | a; b; c)=
∑
k¿0
(ab+ c)kxkyk
(1− ax)k+1(1− by)k+1 :
By the well-known expansion
1
(1− t)k+1 =
∑
i¿0
(
k + i
i
)
iti =
∑
i¿0
(
k + i
k
)
iti
we @nally get
G(x; y | a; b; c)=
∑
i¿0; j¿0
∑
k¿0
(
i
k
)(
j
k
)
aibjkxiyj;
where
=
ab+ c
ab
:
Therefore,
w(i; j | a; b; c)= aibj
∑
k¿0
(
i
k
)(
j
k
)
k : (6)
Since a; b; c are positive integers, we can prove using the little Fermat theorem that
p ≡  (modp):
Here, we must understand the quotient in the following way:
 ≡ ab+ c
ab
(modp) ⇔ ab ≡ ab+ c (modp);
where  is a positive integer.
Theorem 1. Let p be a prime and let ; ; ;  be nonnegative integers where 06 ¡p;
06 ¡p. Then the relation
w(p+ ; p+  | a; b; c) ≡ w(;  | a; b; c)w(;  | a; b; c) (modp) (7)
holds for all positive integers a; b; c.
Proof. Formula (6) implies that
w(p+ ; p+  | a; b; c)= ap+bp+
∑
¿0
p−1∑
=0
(
p+ 
p+ 
)(
p+ 
p+ 
)
p+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Table 1
since each integer k¿ 0 can be written in a unique way with integers in the form
k = p +  where ¿ 0 and 06 ¡p. Using (1) and the little Fermat theorem
we get
w(p+ ; p+  | a; b; c)≡ a+b+
∑
¿0
p−1∑
=0
(


)(


)(


)(


)

≡ ab
∑
¿0
(


)(


)
ab
p−1∑
=0
(


)(


)

≡w(;  | a; b; c)w(;  | a; b; c) (modp):
Therefore, relation (7) is true.
Of course, the same is also true for the Delannoy numbers D(i; j)=w(i; j | 1; 1; 1),
as proven in another way in [5,9].
Table 1 shows an example of remainders modulo 5 for i and j from 0 to 24.
Repeated use of Theorem 1 yields
Theorem 2. Let p be a prime and let integers ik and jk satisfy the conditions
06 ik ¡p; 06 jk ¡p; k =0; 1; : : : ; n:
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Table 2
Then
w(inpn + · · ·+ i1p+ i0; jnpn + · · ·+ j1p+ j0 | a; b; c)
≡ w(in; jn | a; b; c) : : : w(i1; j1 | a; b; c)w(i0; j0 | a; b; c) (modp)
for all positive integers a; b; c.
Let 1w(i; j | a; b; c) denote the remainders of dividing w(i; j | a; b; c) by p where
06 1w(i; j | a; b; c)¡p. Also let a; b; c;  be reduced modulo p so that 0¡a¡p; 0¡b
¡p; 0¡c¡p; 0¡¡p. It is easy to see that
1w(i; j | a; b; c) ≡ aibj 1w(i; j | 1; 1; c(ab)−1) (modp): (8)
In the case a= b=1, we have =1+c. The just proven Lucas property of w(i; j | a; b; c)
allows us to de@ne for a prime p the principal cell A(1 | a; b; c) for the array 1w(i; j | a; b; c)
and the principal cluster A(k | a; b; c) of order k.
The Lucas property says that the principal cluster of order k is the kth tensor power
of the principal cell, of course for the same parameters a; b; c, and the same prime p:
A(k | a; b; c) ≡ A(1 | a; b; c)⊗ · · · ⊗ A(1 | a; b; c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
(modp):
This conclusion explains the self-similar pattern of 1w(i; j | a; b; c).
In Tables 2 and 3, every point (i; j) where 1w(i; j | a; b; c)= 0 is denoted by a
black square. In this way, we obtain more or less interesting pattern of divisibility
of w(i; j | a; b; c) depending on p and weights a; b; c.
Principal clusters A(k | a; b; c) situated as blocks in the double array of all 1w’s can
be indexed in the matrix way by B(i; j | a; b; c) where i and j are nonnegative integers
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Table 3
and B(0; 0 | a; b; c)=A(1 | a; b; c):
B(0; 0) B(0; 1) B(0; 2) : : :
B(1; 0) B(1; 1) B(1; 2) : : :
B(2; 0) B(2; 1) B(2; 2) : : :
...
...
...
. . .
It is interesting that the Lucas property gives the well-known recurrence relation
B(i + 1; j + 1 | a; b; c) ≡ aB(i; j + 1 | a; b; c) + bB(i + 1; j | a; b; c) + cB(i; j | a; b; c)
modulo p with boundary conditions for the blocks
B(i; 0 | a; b; c) ≡ aiA(1 | a; b; c); B(0; j | a; b; c) ≡ bjA(1 | a; b; c) (modp):
For a given p, let z(k | a; b; c) denote the number of zeros (black squares) in the
cluster of order k. Since (8) holds, the knowledge of z(k | 1; 1; c) is su:cient to get
z(k | a; b; c′).
The number of zeros in the principal cluster of order k can be computed by a re-
currence formula obtained from the Lucas property and by a simple argument, namely,
in the @eld of remainders modulo p, there are no divisors of zero. Indeed, since
A(k + 1 | 1; 1; c)=A(k | 1; 1; c)⊗ A(1 | 1; 1; c)
zeros in A(k + 1 | 1; 1; c) arise in two distinct ways: either from zeros in A(k | 1; 1; c)
or from zeros in A(1 | 1; 1; c). There is no other possibility. Thus,
z(k + 1 | 1; 1; c)= z(k | 1; 1; c)[p2 − z(1 | 1; 1; c)] + z(1 | 1; 1; c)p2k :
Finally, solving this recursion we get
z(k | 1; 1; c)=p2k − [p2 − z(1 | 1; 1; c)]k :
Therefore, for a given prime p and weight c, the number of zeros of the principal
cluster depends in a simple way on the number of zeros of the principal cell. Some
examples are collected in Table 4.
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Table 4
z(1 | 1; 1; c)
p c=1 c=2 c=3 c=4 c=5 c=6
2 0
3 1 0
5 4 2 2 0
7 5 4 3 4 3 0
11 9 10 8 8 5 10
13 16 4 4 8 12 12
17 28 10 22 8 18 22
19 17 14 20 10 10 18
23 28 25 12 18 24 18
2. Structure of the principal cell
The principal cell A(1 | 1; 1; c) has many properties. Elements of the principal cell
are symmetrical with respect to the diagonal j= i,
1w(i; j | 1; 1; c)= 1w(j; i | 1; 1; c);
where 06 i¡p and 06 j¡p. The left and the upper border of the principal cell
contains 1’s:
1w(i; 0 | 1; 1; c)= 1; 1w(0; j | 1; 1; c)= 1;
where 06 i¡p and 06 j¡p.
We need not consider the case c + 1=p, since c=p− 1 implies, using (1),
1w(i; j | 1; 1; p− 1)=
∑
k¿0
(
i
k
)(
j
k
)
pk ≡ 1 (modp);
because pk ≡ 0 (modp) for k¿ 1.
If we introduce the diOerence operator i on any real sequence a(i) by
ia(i)= a(i + 1)− a(i)
we can easily prove using (4) that
ijw(i; j | 1; 1; c)=jiw(i; j | 1; 1; c)= (c + 1)w(i; j | 1; 1; c):
This relation implies:
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
w(i; j | 1; 1; c)= (c + 1)−1(w(m+ 1; n+ 1 | 1; 1; c)− 1): (9)
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In this way, we can express the sum of all w’s in the rectangle with corners at
(0; 0); (m; 0); (m; n); (0; n) in an easy way.
For 06 i¡p we get
1w(i; p | 1; 1; c)=
p−1∑
k=0
(
i
k
)(
p
k
)
(c + 1)k ≡ 1 (modp)
and similarly
1w(p; j | 1; 1; c) ≡ 1 (modp)
for 06 j¡p. Therefore,
1w(i; p | 1; 1; c)≡ 1w(i − 1; p | 1; 1; c) + 1w(i; p− 1 | 1; 1; c)
+ c 1w(i − 1; p− 1 | 1; 1; c)
and
1w(p; j | 1; 1; c)≡ 1w(p; j − 1 | 1; 1; c) + 1w(p− 1; j | 1; 1; c)
+ c 1w(p− 1; j − 1 | 1; 1; c)
modulo p. Thus,
1w(i; p− 1 | 1; 1; c) + c 1w(i − 1; p− 1 | 1; 1; c) ≡ 0 (modp)
and
1w(p− 1; j | 1; 1; c) + c 1w(p− 1; j − 1 | 1; 1; c) ≡ 0 (modp):
In this way, we have elements of the right and lower border of the principal cell:
1w(i; p− 1 | 1; 1; c) ≡ (−c)i (modp); 1w(p− 1; j | 1; 1; c) ≡ (−c)j (modp);
where 06 i¡p and 06 j¡p.
De@ne
u(i; j)= (−c)−i 1w(i; p− 1− j | 1; 1; c);
where 06 i¡p and 06 j¡p. It is clear that
u(0; j)= 1w(0; p− 1− j | 1; 1; c)= 1
for 06 j¡p and
u(i; 0)= (−c)−i 1w(i; p− 1 | 1; 1; c) ≡ (−c)−i(−c)i ≡ 1 (modp)
for 06 i¡p. By an easy calculation we also get
u(i + 1; j + 1) ≡ u(i; j + 1) + u(i + 1; j) + c−1u(i; j) (modp)
which is the recurrence formula of the same sort as (4), for weights 1; 1; c−1 and for
boundary conditions u(i; 0)=1; u(0; j)= 1. The uniqueness of the solution modulo p
gives
u(i; j)= 1w(i; j | 1; 1; c−1):
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We have the following result:
1w(i; p− 1− j | 1; 1; c) ≡ (−c)i 1w(i; j | 1; 1; c−1) (modp):
Similarly, we get
1w(p− 1− i; j | 1; 1; c) ≡ (−c)j 1w(i; j | 1; 1; c−1) (modp):
Using both new rules simultaneously, and the little Fermat theorem in the form
cp−1 ≡ 1 (modp) we obtain
ci+j 1w(p− 1− i; p− 1− j | 1; 1; c) ≡ (−1)i+j 1w(j; i | 1; 1; c) (modp): (10)
Since the points (j; i) and (p− 1− i; p− 1− j) lie symmetrically with respect to the
diagonal i + j=p − 1, the zeros of the principal cell A(1 | 1; 1; c) lie symmetrically
with respect to this diagonal. Indeed, if 1w(j; i | 1; 1; c)= 0 then by (10) we get 1w(p−
1− i; p− 1− j | 1; 1; c)= 0.
In the general case, we obtain using (8)
bi 1w(i; j | a; b; c)aj = bj 1w(j; i | a; b; c)ai: (11)
Therefore, the zeros of the principal cell A(1 | a; b; c) lie symmetrically with respect to
the diagonal j= i.
De@ne a diagonal matrix D(a; b) by
D(a; b)= diag(1; a=b; (a=b)2; : : : ; (a=b)p−1)
modulo p. Using (11) we get the following result:
AT(1 | a; b; c) ≡ D(a; b)−1A(1 | a; b; c)D(a; b) (modp);
where AT means the transpose of A. Therefore in the @eld of remainders modulo p,
the principal cell of the array 1w(i; j) is similar (in the matrix sense) to its transpose.
This is always true, but in our case the transition matrix is very simple, it is diagonal.
Moreover, each principal cluster of higher order is a tensor power of the principal cell,
and therefore it is similar with a diagonal transition matrix to its transpose.
A short calculation where we use (8), (10), and the little Fermat theorem in the
forms ap−1 ≡ 1 (modp) and bp−1 ≡ 1 (modp), implies
ci+j 1w(p− 1− i; p− 1− j | a; b; c) ≡ (−1)i+j 1w(j; i | a; b; c) (modp):
Therefore, the zeros of the principal cell A(1 | a; b; c) lie symmetrically with respect to
the diagonal i + j=p− 1 in the general case also.
Now, observe the sums of 1w’s in rows and columns of the principal cell A(1 | 1; 1; c).
Since in the case c + 1 	=p
p−1∑
i=0
1w(i; k | 1; 1; c)=
p−1∑
i=0
k∑
j=0
1w(i; j | 1; 1; c)−
p−1∑
i=0
k−1∑
j=0
1w(i; j | 1; 1; c)
we get, using (9)
p−1∑
i=0
1w(i; k | 1; 1; c)= (c + 1)−1( 1w(p; k + 1 | 1; 1; c)− 1w(p; k | 1; 1; c)):
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For 06 k6p− 2, we have
1w(p; k + 1 | 1; 1; c)− 1w(p; k | 1; 1; c) ≡ 0 (modp)
and for k =p− 1
1w(p;p | 1; 1; c)− 1w(p;p− 1 | 1; 1; c) ≡ (c + 2)− 1 ≡ c + 1 (modp):
Therefore,
p−1∑
i=0
1w(i; k | 1; 1; c) ≡
{
0 (modp); 06 k6p− 2;
1 (modp); k =p− 1:
In the similar way we get
p−1∑
j=0
1w(i; j | 1; 1; c) ≡
{
0 (modp); 06 i6p− 2;
1 (modp); i=p− 1:
If c=p− 1 we have the easiest case:
p−1∑
i=0
1w(i; k | 1; 1; c) ≡ 0 (modp)
for all k and
p−1∑
j=0
1w(i; j | 1; 1; c) ≡ 0 (modp)
for all i.
Similarly as we did in [5], we can prove that there is a positive integer m such that
Am(1; p | 1; 1; c) ≡ I (modp);
whenever c + 1 	=p. Moreover
Am(k; p | 1; 1; c) ≡ I (modp)
for every integer k¿ 1.
Open problem 1. Find the minimal m as a function of c in the above assertion.
The lattice paths counting also gave us a nice example of the three parametric double
integer array with the Lucas property which has a nice consequence, the self-similarity
of the array.
Open problem 2. For a given prime p and for given weights a; b and c estimate a
lower and an upper bound for the number of zeros in the principal cell.
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